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Spring is here and the trees are trying to bloom, but as
I write this, it is still cold with the late March snow and
ice on the ground. I am afraid that this year’s display
will not be as spectacular as in years past.
On the homefront, literally; although we really like
the location, our house, built in 1974, was getting
a little long in the tooth. We decided to rebuild half
of the house while continuing to live in the other
half this winter. We are getting a new kitchen, living
room, foyer, dining room and screened-in porch. The
builders are doing a great job and are on track to finish
in early April. Our hope is to be back to normal by the
time you read this. Today, however, there are painters
all over and we have had fun trying to keep two dogs
and three cats out of trouble through this process.

Retirement can be both an exciting and intimidating
prospect. It can be a chance to rediscover old hobbies
and pastimes that may have been set aside, but it can also
be a powerful opportunity for change: new routines, new
hobbies and new goals. Retirement experts stress that
setting goals for yourself during retirement is important.
It is not necessary to relentlessly pursue those goals, but
simply making progress at whatever pace you wish can
provide welcome structure to your life while also leaving
room for some unplanned adventures.
For couples, these new opportunities can cause new
difficulties. Communication is key. Be sure to talk to your
significant other to find out what they envision for your
joint retirement and how you can use your time and assets
to realize your goals.

The kids and grandchild are all doing well. Hayleigh,
now at about 5 months, is getting ready to start
crawling soon and surely will be exploring the house
and everything she can put in her mouth. Mom and
Dad will be babyproofing their house. Leigh has the
pleasure of babysitting two to three days a week so
Mom can go to work.
Rachel will graduate from Columbia Teacher’s College
with a Master’s in Education Policy this May. Michael
will graduate later that week from Georgetown with a
Master’s in Arabic Studies. Our extended family will be
traveling between New York City and Washington D.C.
that week to celebrate their accomplishments. Both are
looking for jobs in their fields.
Leigh and I will be touring northern Arizona and southern
Utah in mid-April and I will report on that trip in the next
edition.
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Topic 306 – Penalty for
Underpayment of Estimated Tax
Rasheda Nipu, J.D.

On the personnel side, Jeremy Laughton, our new
attorney, joined us over the winter. He is a George
Washington University Law School graduate, admitted to
the practice of law in Maryland and is awaiting the results
of the February Virginia Bar examination.
The George Washington University Board of Trustees
voted unanimously in favor of our new President, Thomas
LeBlanc, to replace the retiring President on August 1,
2017. President-select LeBlanc’s experience and skills
stood head and shoulders above others’ in a pool of over
100 candidates. During his tenure, the University of
Miami, a comparable private urban research university,
actually surpassed GWU in the rankings while boosting
fundraising for student scholarship and research. We
are sad to be losing our enormously successful University
President, Dr. Steven Knapp, but excited at the arrival of
the new one.
Our children, their spouses and grandchildren joined
Barb and me as we celebrated four family birthdays in late
February. We had a great time, as is evident in the picture
below.
On the fitness side, I am back on my bike a couple days a
week (when it is warm enough) training for my bike race
in October, and hiking on other days for my July hike up
some 14,000 footers in Colorado.

In the United States, income taxes work as a pay-asyou-go system. This bears emphasis: You will accrue
a tax due as you receive income during the year. This
means, based upon your adjusted gross income for
the tax year and the net tax due for that year, you may
have to pay a penalty for failing to make sufficient tax
payments throughout the year. In order to fulfill this
requirement, the taxpayer can opt to have a certain
amount of their income/paycheck withheld as tax
paid, and/or choose to make quarterly estimated tax
payments.
Nevertheless, if the taxes withheld and estimated tax
payments combined do not make up the minimum tax
due (based on your Adjusted Gross Income), you may
still end up with an underpayment penalty. In order
to avoid the possibility of this underpayment penalty,
the Tax Code provides that if the taxpayer owes less
than $1,000 in tax after subtracting his or her total
withholding and estimated tax payments, the penalty
may be avoided. The Code also allows the taxpayer
to choose to pay at least 90% of the tax due for the
current year or 100% of the tax due on the return for
the previous year, whichever is smaller.
Furthermore, the Code allows the IRS to waive the
penalty under certain conditions such as if the taxpayer
failed to make a required payment because of a casualty
event, disaster or some other unusual circumstance in
which it would be inequitable to impose such penalty, the
IRS may waive the penalty. Additionally, the IRS might
waive the penalty if the taxpayer retired (after reaching
age 62) and/or became disabled during the tax year or
the preceding tax year, resulting in a failure to make
estimated payments due to reasonable cause rather than
willful neglect.
In any event, choosing to have liberal amounts withheld
from your payment or making liberal estimated tax
payments, will also reduce the possibility of being subject
to underpayment penalties. In such instances, the
taxpayer can choose to have the overpayment balance
refunded, applied to his or her tax payment for the
following year or a combination thereof.
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What Property Will Become Part of a
Probate Estate
Jeremy Laughton, J.D.

Considerations for Small IRAs In
Advancing Age
Ryan R. Berges

Probate, the process of legally administering a will,
can be a frustrating experience. After all, dealing with
the courts can be unpleasant on a good day, much
less immediately following the death of a loved one.
Fortunately, the process can become easier with an
understanding of which assets will fall under probate
and which will not. The complexity of the probate
process will be influenced by the amount of assets in
the estate, with a small estate being able to largely avoid
the process and a large estate potentially requiring a
substantial amount of work.

From time to time we run into older clients with relatively
small IRA balances, and there are a number of things
to consider in terms of the management and depletion
of these accounts. If you have ever dealt with inheriting
an IRA, you know that for anyone other than a surviving
spouse the process can be less than fun. Often times it
makes sense from an estate administration angle to try to
withdraw all the funds from a small IRA before the death
of the owner. Depending on personal circumstances,
there may even be ways to deplete the IRA without
excessive tax consequences.

Without an estate plan, almost all of the deceased’s
assets will become part of the probate estate. However
some types of property will avoid probate regardless
of the deceased’s estate plan. In Virginia and many
other states, there are several types of property that
commonly fall into this category. First, any property
held by a married couple as tenants by the entirety or
jointly with the right of survivorship will pass directly to
a surviving spouse or co-owner without going through
probate. Second, life insurance policies, transfer on
death accounts and certain types of retirement accounts
can be set up to pass directly to a beneficiary instead of
becoming part of the probate estate.

ALL Traditional IRA withdrawals are taxable income,
so any withdrawals beyond your Required Minimum
Distributions (RMD) need to be carefully considered.
Here are some things to consider:

A comprehensive estate plan can dramatically reduce
the potential assets in the probate estate because any
property held in the deceased’s trust at the time of
death will not become part of their probate estate. Any
such assets belong to the trust, not the deceased, and
so will be distributed by the trustee in accordance with
the terms of the trust document without bureaucratic
oversight of the probate process.
As a final note, a pour-over will is a type of will that moves
all of a decedent’s probate property from their probate
estate and into their trust. Although a pour-over will can
be useful to streamline the management of a decedent’s
assets, it will not allow probate to be avoided entirely,
as the assets will still briefly enter probate in order to be
transferred to the trust.
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1. Do you have a low enough Adjusted Gross Income
(AGI) to take withdrawals beyond RMD without
subjecting yourself to additional tax issues such as
taxing Social Security?
2. Do you have large medical expenses for the
year that may allow you to take additional IRA
withdrawals without additional income tax?
3. Should you develop a plan to spend down your
IRA over a period of several years to lessen the tax
impact?
It is too late to make any additional IRA withdrawals for
2016, but while your 2016 tax return is fresh on your
mind you may want to have this conversation with your tax
preparer. This is also a good conversation to have in early
November as you do your year-end tax planning. Planning
IRA withdrawals late in life often requires the coordination
of your tax preparer, your investment advisor and perhaps
your estate planning attorney. That is why OptiFour and
Cohen & Burnett are proud that we can work together
under one roof to provide unified, holistic advice on such
matters.
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Floating Rate Funds-Fixed Income That Isn’t Fixed
Larry Solomon, MBA, CFP®
Director of Investments and Financial Planning
For the past three decades, interest
rates in the US have steadily declined,
but that phenomenon is ending, albeit
choppily. Just days after the November
election, bond prices tumbled as bond
yields increased dramatically. The yield
on the benchmark 10-year US Treasury
rose nearly 50 basis points, jumping
from 1.83% to 2.30%. Furthermore, in
December, the Fed raised the federal
funds rate for the second time in a year,
from 0.50% to 0.75%, hinting that two or
three more rate hikes are likely in 2017.
When interest rates rise, the value of
existing bonds generally falls, but there
are certain types of bonds that offer a

degree of protection from rising interest
rates. One of these, floating rate bonds,
may be especially compelling right now.
Floating rate loans are also known as
leveraged loans, senior secured loans
and bank loans. Issuers can vary
greatly, but the majority are companies
that have relatively low credit ratings and
use them to finance buyouts, mergers,
acquisitions or similar activities. Floating
rate loans have yields and volatility
similar to high yield corporate bonds,
with one major difference: As their
name indicates, their interest rates
“float,” adjusting periodically based on

Source: Morningstar: Floating Rate Loans represented by S&P/LTSA Leveraged Loan 100
Index, US Bond Market represented by Bloomberg/Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index.

Financial Trends.
Professional Opinions.
Economic Horizon.
Opti-4 e-News Takes You There
If you like to stay on top of financial trends and learn
what the professionals are saying about economic and
financial issues, please be sure to go to our website and
follow us on our new social media pages, going forward.
All you need to do is hit the image icons on the top
right corner of our websites (www.optifour.com / www.
cohenandburnett.com). Once subscribed, you will be
able to follow us on Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn to get daily and/or
weekly updates, blogs, and news from us.
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a benchmark interest rate. As a result,
leveraged loans can offer portfolios some
protection in a rising-rate environment.
In fact, recently leveraged loans have
fared remarkably well in the bond
market turmoil and rate spikes since the
Trump election (see chart below, left).
However, investors need to be careful.
Floating rate loans’ low credit ratings
indicate greater risk of default relative
to investment grade debt. This
market may also have liquidity issues,
meaning that it may be hard to find
a buyer during a declining market,
leading to volatility and illiquidity, as
happened to this asset class during
the 2007-2009 Great Recession.
The market for floating rate loans used
to be limited to institutions, but that has
changed, and individual investors can
now access this asset class through
a number of low-cost ExchangeTraded Funds (ETFs) and mutual
funds. We would view floating rate
bonds as a potential complement to,
not a replacement for, traditional fixed
income strategies. In the appropriate
proportions, they can provide valuable
diversification benefits and hedge
against rising rates for investment
grade bond investors.
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A compass rose is a figure displaying the orientation of the cardinal directions,
north, south, east and west on a map or nautical chart. We found it fitting to
name our newsletter after this recognizable symbol of navigation and direction.
If you prefer not to receive our quarterly newsletter or if you have any feedback
or ideas for topics, please email Wes Burnett: wes@optifour.com.
OptiFour Integrated Wealth Management LLC is an SEC registered investment
advisor whose principal place of business is located in the Commonwealth of
Virginia. This is not personalized tax, legal or financial advice. This information
is based on sources we believe to be reliable. www.advisorinfo.sec.gov
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